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stations have similar climate fields. GEDC is a method adapted from the IMage Euclidean Distance (IMED) proposed by due to a deformation. Thus the method gives importance to differences of gray levels that are spatially far enough from each 112 other. The aim there is to be able to recognize global patterns that are similar even if locally small distortions exist. Such a 113 method is thus adapted to the clustering of climate fields whose impact on streamflow depends both on actual values 114 (pressure, wind strength etc ), but also the shape of the fields. For example it is well known that the pressure field pattern 115 changes in the North Atlantic often identified as "NAO+/-, Atlantic Ridge or Scandinavian Blocking weather regime", will 116 dictate a large part of the climate variability over Western Europe. The IMED method was thus modified and adapted in this 117 work into the GeoEDC method. The difference lies into the calculation of the distance between pixels which now becomes a 118 distance between coordinates on the map and thus takes into account Earth curvature.
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The basic steps are as following:
120
The Euclidean distance between two correlation maps is calculated as in:
( , ), the distance between correlation map of station and correlation map of station can be calculated by the outer 123 product of the two correlation maps , and the matrix of weights :
is the matrix of distance between each coordinates. can be seen as a Gaussian ponderation of the variable (e.g. 
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A n-vector is a 3 dimensional vector defined as: 
